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(57) Abstract: A method for sending a data from an electromagnetic radiator by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave
includes radiating from the radiator first and second electromagnetic waves including first and second polarizations respectively, the
first polarization being different than the second polarization. The first and second electromagnetic waves form a third electromag -

o netic wave having a third polarization different from the first or second polarization. The method includes modulating the third po -
larization responsive to the data by modulating one or more parts of the third electromagnetic wave. The data is sent in the third po -

o larization. A system for sending a data includes an oscillator adapted to generate an oscillating signal, and a phase shifter coupled to
the oscillator and adapted to generate a first phase-shifted oscillating signal having a first phase. The phase shifter is adapted to vary
the phase difference across a predefined range in response to the data.



DYNAMIC POLARIZATION MODULATION AND CONTROL

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the benefit under 35 § U.S.C 19(e) of U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 6 1/600,493, filed February 7, 20 12, entitled

"DYNAMIC POLARIZATION MODULATION AND CONTROL" and Provisional Patent

Application No. 6 1/705,996, filed September 26, 2012, entitled "POLARIZATION AGILE

TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARCHITECTURE", the content of which are incorporated

herein by reference in their entirety. The present application is related to U.S. Patent

Application No. 13/654,420, filed October 8, 2012, entitled "EFFICIENT ACTIVE

MULTI-DRIVE RADI ATOR", the content of which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.

STATEMENT A S T O RIGHTS TO INVENTIONS MADE UNDER

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

[0002] This invention was made with government support under FA8650-09-C-7924

awarded by USAF/ESC. The government has certain rights in the invention.

BACKGROUN D

[00033 The present invention relates generally to sending data by electromagnetic (EM)

waves and in particular, to sending data through polarization modulation of electromagnetic

waves.

[0004] The rise in use of the EM-spectrum has created a great demand to use that limited

spectrum more efficiently, and with enhanced security. Advances in data processing and

information theory help, but there is room for improvement on the hardware side. Amplitude

modulation (AM) uses a tow frequency data signal, such as a human voice, to modulate the

amplitude a much higher constant frequency carrier signal to form the radiated EM

transmission wave. Alternatively, frequency modulation (FM) uses the low frequency data to



modulate the frequency of a much higher frequency carrier signal of constant amplitude to

form the radiated EM transmission wave.

[0005] While most modern radios make use of both in phase ( ) and quadrature (Q) signals,

i.e. two independent data streams, they do ot take advantage of the additional throughput

offered by using multiple polarizations. This is because often the orientation of the receive

antenna is not known and thus signals are sent with a single polarization (either circular or

linear).

[0006] Polarization is a property of some radiated EM waves. Polarization examples

include linear or plane, elliptical, and circular. Polarization of transmitted signals is used to

enhance transmission characteristics of radio waves, i.e. by polarizing a radiated EM wave to

match the orientation of a receiving antenna (hereinafter alternatively referred to as receive

antenna or receiver). Because the orientation of the receiver is unknown, sending data from a

sending antenna (hereinafter alternatively referred to as radiating antenna or radiator or

transmitter) in a circular polarization either clockwise (CW) or counterclockwise (CCW) is

more effective than linear polarizations because the receiver can rotate in the x-y plane

without effect on the signals and the degradation due to the receiver being off axis to the z-

axis is similar to that of linear polarizations.

[0007] Polarization multiplexing is used in the optical regime where two different light

beams, one with CW circular polarization and another with CCW circular polarization are

combined and sent over an optical fiber transmission line at the same time to double the

available signal bandwidth. This is possible because the orientation of the optical receiver is

known in comparison to the fiber orientation so that the two differently polarized optical

signals can be separated and each treated individual ly as separate signal transm ission paths.

n most cases antennas are single-port anten nas capable of transmitting or receiving only a

specific type of polarization.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0ΟΘ ] According to one embodiment of the present invention, method for sending a data

from an electromagnetic radiator by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave

includes radiating from the radiator a first electromagnetic wave including a first polarization,

and radiating from the radiator a second electromagnetic wave includ ng a second

polarization different than the first polarization. The first and second electromagnetic waves



form a third electromagnetic wave having a third polarization different from the first or

second polarization. The method further includes modulating the third polarization

responsive to the data by modulating o e or more parts of the third electromagnetic wave.

The data is sent in the third polarization

[0009] According to one embodiment, the first electromagnetic wave includes a first phase

and the second electromagnetic wave includes a second phase. The one or more parts are

selected from the group consisting of the first phase, and the second phase. According to one

embodiment, the first electromagnetic wave includes a first amplitude and the second

electromagnetic wave includes a second amplitude. The one or more parts are selected from

the group consisting of the first amplitude, and the second amplitude.

[0010] According to one embodiment, the first electromagnetic wave includes a first phase

and a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave includes a second phase and a

second amplitude. The one or more pails are selected fro the group consisting of the first

phase, the second phase, the first amplitude, and the second amplitude. According to one

embodiment, the first electromagnetic wave includes a first phase and a first amplitude and

the second electromagnetic wave incl udes a second phase and a second amplitude.

Modulating one or more parts includes simultaneously modulating the first phase, the second

phase, the first amplitude, and the second amplitude.

[0011] According to one embodiment, the method further includes setting the first

polarization to a clock-wise circular polarization, and setting the second polarization to a

counter-ciock-wise circular polarization. According to one embodiment the method further

includes setting the first polarization to a first linear polarization having a first angle, and

setting the second polarization to a second linear polarization having a second angle

substantially perpendicular to the first angle . According to one embodiment, the third

polarization is a linear polarization. According to one embodiment, the third polarization is

an elliptical polarization.

[0012] According to one embodiment, the method further includes setting a first amplitude

of the first electromagnetic wave equal to a second amplitude of the second electromagnetic

wave, setting the first polarization to a clock-wise circular polarization, and setting the

second polarization to a counter-clock-wise circular polarization. The one or more parts

includes a first phase of the first electromagnetic wave and a second phase of the second

electromagnetic wave, the third polarization being a linear polarization having an angle. The



method further includes modulating the angle responsive to a difference between the first and

second phase, the difference being responsive to the data. According to one embodiment, the

angle corresponds to a symbol representing the data. According to one embodiment, the

symbol sends a single bit of information at a time. According to one embodiment, the

symbol sends a multitude of bits of data simultaneously in time.

[0013) According to one embodiment, the method further includes setting a first phase of

the first electromagnetic wave equal to a second phase of the second electromagnetic wave

setting the first polarization to a clock-wise circular polarization, and setting the second

polarization to a counter-clock-wise circular polarization. The one or more parts includes a

first amplitude of the first electromagnetic wave and a second amplitude of the second

electromagnetic wave, the third polarization being an elliptical polarization having a

polarization ratio. The method further includes modulating the polarization ratio responsive

to the data

[001 4] According to one embodiment, the polarization ratio is a quotient of the first

ampl itude divided by the second amplitude. According to one embod ment, the polarization

ratio corresponds to a symbol representing the data.

|0015J According to one embodiment of the present invention, a method for receiving a

data from an electromagnetic receiver by polarization demodulation of an electromagnetic

wave, the method includes receiving from an antenna a first signal having a first polarization

and a second signal having second polarization, the first and second signals being

associated with the electromagnetic wave, the electromagnetic wave including a third

polarization. The method further includes determining an amplitude of the first signal

determining an amplitude of the second signal, and determining an angle of the third

polarization to rec e the data.

[001 6) According to one embodiment, the first and second polarizations are linear.

Accord ing to one embodiment, the first and second polarizations are substantially orthogonal.

According to one embodi en determini ng the angle includes calculating a quotient of the

amplitude of the second signal divided by the amplitude of the first signal.

[0017] According to one embodiment of the present Invention, a system for sending a data

from a radiator by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave includes an oscil lator

adapted to generate an oscillating signal, and a phase shifter coupled to the oscillator and

adapted to generate a first phase-shifted oscillating signal having a first phase. A phase



difference exists between the first phase and the oscillating signal . The phase shifter is

further adapted to vary the phase difference across a predefined range in response to the data,

[0018] According to one embodiment, the phase shifter is further adapted to generate a

second phase-shifted oscillating signal having a second phase. A phase difference between

the first phase and the second phase defines the phase difference.

[0019] According to one embodiment, the system further includes a radiator adapted to

accept the first phase-shifted oscillating signal and the oscillating signal and respectively

radiate a first electromagnetic wave having a first circular polarization and a second

electromagnetic wave having a second circular polarization different than the first circular

polarization, the first electromagnetic wave and the second electromagnetic wave adapted to

form a third electromagnetic wave having linear polarization and having an angle, the angle

being responsive to the data.

[0020] According to one embodiment, the radiator includes an antenna positioned

substantially in a plane defined by a first direction and a second direction orthogonal to the

first direction, the antenna being symmetric about a center in the first direction and in the

second direction, the antenna including a first port positioned at an edge of the antenna in the

first direction and a second port positioned at an edge of the antenna in the second direction.

According to one embodiment, the radiator includes a first antenna adapted to radiate the first

electromagnetic wave and second antenna adapted to radiate the second electromagnetic

wave.

[0021] According to one embodiment of the present invention, a system for sending a data

from radiator by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave includes a first circuit

adapted to generate a first signal and a second signal an oscillator adapted to generate an

oscillating signal, a phase shifter coupled to the oscillator and adapted to generate a first

phase-shifted oscillating signal and a second phase-shifted oscillating signal having a phase

difference therebetween. The phase shifter is adapted to vary the phase difference across a

predefined range in response to the data. The system further includes a first frequency

converter is coupled to the phase shifter and the first circuit, the first frequency converter

adapted to convert a frequency of the first signal in response to the first phase-shifted

oscillating signal to generate a first frequency converted signal, and a second frequency

converter coupled to the phase shifter and the first circuit, the second frequency converter

s



adapted to convert a frequency of the second signal in response to the second phase-shifted

oscillating signal to generate a second frequency converted signal.

[0022] According to one embodiment, the system further includes a radiator adapted to

accept the first and second frequency converted signals and respectively radiate a first

electromagnetic wave having a first polarization and a second electromagnetic wave having a

second polarization different than the first polarization, the first electromagnetic wave and the

second electromagnetic wave adapted to form a third electromagnetic wave having a third

polarization, the third polarization modulated by one or more parts of the combined

electromagnetic wave responsive to the data

[0023] According to one embodiment, the first polarization is a clock-wise circular

polarization and the second polarization is a counter-clock-wise circular polarization.

According to one embodiment, the first polarization is a first linear poiarization having a first

angle and the second polarization is a second linear polarization having a second angle

substantially perpendicular to the first angle.

[0024] According to one embodiment, a first phase of the first electromagnetic wave is

equal to a second phase of the second electromagnetic wave, the first polarization is a c lock

wise circular polarization, the second polarization is a counter-clock-wise circular

polarization. The one or more parts includes a first amplitude of the first electromagnetic

wave and a second ampl itude of the second electromagnetic wave, the third polarization

being an elliptical polarization having a polarization ratio responsive to the data.

[0025] According to one embodiment of t e present invention a system for receiving a

data from an electromagnetic wave by poiarization demodulation includes an antenna adapted

to pick up a first signal having a first polarization and a second signal having a second

polarization, the first and second signals being associated with the electromagnetic wave.

The electromagneiic wave including a third polarization, a first circuit adapted to determine

an amplitude of the first signal, a second circuit adapted to determine an ampl itude of the

second signal, and a third circuit adapted to determine an angle of the third polarization

responsive to the data.

[0026] According to one embodiment, the third circuit is further adapted to calculate a

quotient of the amplitude of the second signal divided by the amplitude of the first signal.

The quotient is responsive to the angle.



[0027] A better understanding of the nature and advantages of the embodiments of the

present invention may be gained with reference to the following detaiied description and the

accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028] Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of a system for sending data from a

transmitter to a receiver by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave with a

symbol encoded to a data bit ' , in accordance with an embodiraent of the present invention.

0029] Figure 2 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 1 with a symbol encoded to a data bi ' 1 in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention

[0030] Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of a system for sending data from a

transmitter to a receiver by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave with a

symbol encoded to a data bit '00', in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

[0031] Figure 4 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with a symbol encoded to a data bit Ό Γ , in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0032] Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with a symbol encoded to a data bit ' 10', in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0033] Figure 6 is a simpl ified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with a symbol encoded to a data bit Ί Γ , in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0034] Figure 7 is a simpl ified block diagram of a system for sending data from a

transmitter to a receiver by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave with a

symbol being a polarization ratio encoded to a data bit Ό ' , i accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

;



[0035] Figure 8 is a simplified bioek diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 7 with a symbol encoded to a data bit Ο , in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0036} Figure 9 is a simplified block diagram of a system for sending data from a

transmitter to a receiver by polarization modulation of an siectromagrietic wave with a

symbol being a polarization ratio encoded to a data bit '00', in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0037} Figure 0 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 9 with a symbol encoded to a data bit ' 0 in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0038] Figure is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 9 with a symbol encoded to a data bit ' 10', in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0039 gure is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 9 with a symbol encoded to a data bit ' , in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0040] Figure 1 is a simplified block diagram of a system for sendi g data from a

transmitter to a receiver by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave with a

symbol being a . polarization ratio and angle encoded to a data bit '00% in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention.

[0041] Figure 14 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with a symbol encoded to a data bit Ό Γ , in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[ 042] Figure 5 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure with a symbol encoded to a data bit Ο' , i accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention.

[0043] Figure 6 is a simplified block diagram of the system for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with a sym bol encoded to a data bit Ί ' , in accordance with an em bodiment of the

present invention.



[0044] Figure 17 is a simplified block diagram of a radiator in perspective view with a

multitude of active radiators, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0045] Figure 8 is a plot of the simulation results showing the full 80° polarization angle

rotation is achievable by changing the relative phase of the CW and CCW radiators shown in

Figure 7 .

[ 46 Figure 19 is a plot of the simulation results showing the polarization ratio versus the

relative phase of the CW and CCW radiators shown in Figure 7 when a linear polarization is

desired.

[0047] Figure 20 is an exemplary flow chart for maintaining a polarization match between

a radiator and a receiving antenna, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention.

0048 Figure 2 1 is a simplified perspective vie of a radiator with two orthogonal ports, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0049 Figure 22 is a simplified block diagram of a polarization agile transmitter circuit, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0050] Figure 23 is a simplified block diagram of a polarization agile receiver circuit, in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

[0051] Figure 24 is a simplified block diagram of a basic polarization agile transmitter

circuit, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0052] Regardless of the information being sent, there are four independent data streams

that can be sent as long as the energy is being received in the far-field region of the antennas.

The far- field region of the antennas is where the presence of the rece ve antenna does not

interfere with the send antenna and where the Pointing vector is parallel to the line

connecting the two antennas and pointing toward the receive antenna.

[0053] The four independent data streams result from the ability to send information "in

phase" (1) and "in quadrature" (Q , i.e. 90° separation in phase when down converting the

signal, simultaneously for any given polarization independently. There are also two



independent polarizations that can each support signals in phase and quadrature. Defining a

coordinate system with the z-axis parallel to the Poynttng vector, the E-field and -fie d

planes will He in the x-y plane. The two independent polarizations can be defined with linear

polarizations that are 90 apart in the x-y plane, or with circular polarization in both the CW

and CCW directions.

[0054] According to an embodiment of the present invention, a method and system is

described whereby polarization modulation transmits or sends data through an EM wave.

The ter "polarization" is defined herein as the direction of the electric field vector of a

radiated EM wave, such as a radio wave. This definition is not to be confused with the term

"polarization" used in the completely different context of dielectric material properties,

wherein the term polarization, i.e. "dielectric polarization", describes a process producing a

relative displacement of bound electrical charges in a material by applying an electric field.

The term "polarization" is also used in another different context where polarization is related

to an electrical polarity difference of an electrical component, such as an electrical plug with

"+" and "-" terminals or component polarization. Dielectric polarization and component

polarization have nothing to do with polarization in the context of a radiated EM wave, which

is described herein

[0055] Sending data by modulating the polarization provides a way to utilize a i four

theoretical y possible independent data streams simultaneously without the drawback of one

fixed polarization at the receiver. Further, according to another embodiment, sending data

through polarization modulation adds an extra layer of security to the data transmission

because not only is the proper antenna and radio required on the receive side, but the

polarization in undesired directions may be different than in the desired direction. Because

the symbol is the polarization, the data sent to the intended receiver in the desired direction is

different than the data received in undesired directions. Polarization modulation is in stark

contrast with traditional radio and antenna modulation schemes where the signal is attenuated

in the undesired directions but can still be recovered with a sensitive enough receiver n

other words, with polarization modulation the signal itself w ill change based on the location

of the receiver, effectively attenuating and scrambling the signal in undesirable directions.

Using a phased array and proper design of the radiating structure, the transmitted EM beam

can be steered to send most of the power and the correct signal to different receivers at

different times.



[0056] Figure I is a simp ified block diagram of a communication system 00 for sending

data from a transmitter 105 to a receiver 1 by polarization modulation of an EM wave 1 5

with a symbol S 120 encoded to a data bit 'Q in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention. Transmitter 05 may simultaneously send out or radiate a first EM wave

including a first polarization and a second EM wave including a second polarization different

than the first poiarization at a near field position 5 of transmitter 10 . The first and second

EM waves combine through superposition to form a third EM wave at a far field position 130

near receiver 1 . The third EM wave may have a different polarization than either the first

or second EM waves By setting parameters or parts of the first and second EM waves

appropriately, the poiarization of the third EM wave in the far field is modulated responsive

to data being sent or transmitted.

[0057] According to an embodiment of the invention, two circularly polarized EM waves

are radiated by a trans itter with the same amp itude but different c ircular polarizations, one

with CW an the other with CCW circular polarizations. The resulting effect in the far field

is a linearly polarized EM wave at a field angle, which is determined by the relative phase

difference between the two EM waves as described below. By modulating the phases of the

two circularly polarized fields, the angle of the linear polarization that is produced in the far

field is modulated. Further, data may be encoded with the angle position being a symbol and

the information transm itted by polarization modulation of the EM waves.

[0058] The EM wave and its polarization are characterized by describing its electrical field

vector represented in a plane defined by a X-axis 35 and a Y-axis 40 at time t = 0 . The Z-

axis in a direction out of the page represents the direction of the Poynting vector of the EM

wave and corresponds to the direction of propagation.

[0059] In one embodiment the first EM wave is represented at near field 25 by its

electrical field vector Ε positioned on X-axis 5 at t = 0. This first EM wave includes CW

polarization, which is represented by the small dashed directional circle 50, with small

arrows indicating the position of E will change at t 0 by rotating the point of E in a CW

direction relative to the previous time, while the base of E remains fixed at the origin of X-

axis 135 and a Y-axis 140. The length of vector E corresponds to an ampl itude A of the first

EM wave. The first EM wave may be represented mathematically in terms of unit vectors x

and y by the e ation:

E = A(cos( t + + cos c t + φ + /2) (Eq. i ).



where ω represents the angular frequency, and the phase ~ 0° since E | is positioned or

aligned on X-axis 35 at t ~ 0.

[0060] As a matter of notation, phase is used to represent the phase of the signal in t ime

and angle to represen t the physical angle of the field polarization in space. It is understood.

the first EM wave could be similarly represented by sin functions. However sin functions

reference the electric field vector angle relative to the Y-axis. The cos function, used herein,

provides a simpler explanation by instead referencing the vector angle to the X-axis, however

mathematical derivations using sin functions are analogous.

{006 The second EM wave in near field 5 is represented by its electrical field ctor

positioned the X-axis at t - 0. However, the second EM wave includes CCW polarization,

which is represented by the small dashed circle 5, with small arrows indicating the position

of E2 will change at t > 0 by rotating the point of E in a CCW direction relative to the

previous time, wh ile the base of E remains fixed at the origin of the X-axis and a the Y -axis.

The second EM wave, having the same amplitude A as the tirst EM wave, may be similarly

represented mathematically in terms of unit vectors and u by the equation:

E2 = A(cos{cot + φ 2)ι + cos( + φ 2 - 2)u ) (Eq. 2),

where ω represents the angular frequency, and the phase φ - 0° since E2 is positioned or

aligned on X-axis 135 at t = 0. The polarization direction is represented in equations and 2

by the 4 or - sign before the π/2 corresponding to CW and CCW respectively.

[0062] Combining the first and second EM waves in ar field 0 gi es the third EM wave

E as follows:

E 4 (Eq. 3).

Substituting from equations 1 and 2 into equation 3 yields:

A(cOs(o t + <p| )u 4- COS( t + (p i + 7 2)Uy) +

A(cos( 4 2) « + C S( t 4 - 7 /2)Uy) (Eq. 4).

Define:

∆ φ < - <p (Eq. 5) and

Σφ = φ 4 φ 2 (Eq. 6).



Substitution of equations 5 and 6 into equation 4 yields:

E = 2A[cos(Acp/2)cos(cdt + ∑φ 2) +

eos(A<p/2 + π/2) cos(o>t + ∑ <p 2) y (Eq. 7).

Rewriting equation 7 by collecting the vector components yields:

E 2A{cos((0t + <p/2) cos( p/2) x + cos(Af/2 + /2) ] } (Eq. 8).

Removing the π /2 term in equation 8 by replacing the cos function by a si function yields:

E - 2A {cos( + q>/2)[cos(A<p/2)u x - sin( <p/2)uy]} (Eq. 9).

[0063] Equation 9 describes the resulting superposition of the first and second EM waves at

far field 330. It should be recognized that equation 9 includes the time varying part of the

field at the left part of the equation and the vector directional components at the right. Thus,

the vector directional components of E t in the x and y dimensions are always in phase

regardless of <p or and describe a linearly polarized wave in far field. Equation 9 shows

that the third field, E , is characterized by:

mag(E, ) = 2A (Eq. 10),

phase(E; ) /2 (Eq. 1), and

angle(E, ) - · ∆ /2 (Eq. 2).

[0064] It is observed that; i) the magnitude of the third EM wave is also independent of i

or 2, and ii) the angle of polarization of the third EM wave is o ly dependent on the

difference between the phases of the original first and second EM waves. Thus, by

modulating that relative phase (∆ φ ), the angle of the linear polarization in the f r field will

change. This adds an additional level of securiiv, as most current receivers are not even able

to detect information transmitted in this way, as they will only detect one polarization.

[0065] Using eve and odd mode analysis, odd mode phase modulation ( ∆φ /2 ) between

the first and second EM waves may modulate the angle of the polarization of the third EM

wave, while the even mode amplitude (A) and phase modulation ( /2 ) will modulate the

amplitude and phase of the received signal in a traditional sense at whatever polarization is

defined by the odd mode. Thus, even mode modulation can be used either to send additional

data, for instance as conventional l(t) and Q(t) quadrature carrier signals in the time varying

component of the third EM wave, or even to obscure the data symbol sent through the



polarization modulation. This is because the polarization modulation signal is sent through

∆ φ , so changes to A and φ will not affect the intended polarization modulation symbol, but

will change the phase a d amplitude received by a traditional single polarization receiver. In

contrast, by sending additional data symbols through the ampl itudes of E and j¾, as well as

through φ ail four theoretically independent data streams may be used simultaneously.

[0066] Referring again to Figure 1, the communication symbol for communication system

0 is the polarization of the third EM wave. The sy bol is encoded or modulated by setting

one or more parts of the first and second EM waves by transmitter 05 to modulate the

polarization received at receiver 0. The one or more parts of the first and second EM

waves include the phase and ampl itude of the first EM wave and the phase and amplitude of

the second EM wave.

[0067] When the amplitude of the first and second EM waves are set equal, i.e. the length

of E j equals the length of as shown, then the third EM wave (E t ) at far field 30 is

linearly polarized as mathematically derived in the equations above. Linear polarization is

represented b showing E without any directional circle 50 or 55 . Unlike the circular

polarization for and E 2, E t oscillates in time in the plane perpendicular to the X - Y plane

intersecting the coordinate origin at an angle Θ with respect to the X-axis.

[0068] In this example symbol S 20 is the polarization angle Θ of the third wave, E, . For

example, S may be chosen equal to a data bit ' 0' and may be encoded to mean angle θ = 0° by

setting φ = φ = 0° in transmitter 05 . Then, E t will oscillate as a linear or plane polarized

wave either towards the + or - X axis directions in this case since the plane it oscillates in

intersects the x-axis because angle Θ - 0°. Thus, E is shown with its vector pointing towards

the ÷X axis direction at t = 0. The magnitude of E t = 2A. The symbol may be decoded or

demodulated at receiver 0 by extracting the polarization angle as will be discussed in detail

below.

[0069] Figure 2 is a simp ified block diagram of system 0 f sen ng data shown in

Figure 1with symbol S 0 encoded to a data bit ' ' , in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention. Figure 2 is marked with the same features as Figure 1except S may be

chosen equal to a data bit Ί and may be encoded to mean polarization angle Θ= - 90° by

setting ¾ , = +90° and φ = -90° in transmitter 05. t is noted that now E2 is shown pointing

downwards towards the - Y axis direction because <p = -90° is similar to going back in time

from t = 0 against the CCW direction by 90°.

i +



[0070 Thus Figure 1 and Figure 2 show a sysiem where S is encoded for one bit data

transmission. However, because angle Θ is determ ned from i and 2 which are analog

parameters, angle Θmay be continuously variable as desired. According to an embodiment,

the polarization angle Gof the third EM wave may be varied in analog fashion to any desired

angle across a predefined range. Thus, encoding more than two angles provides a way to

encode and simultaneously transmit a multitude of bits simultaneously as described below.

{8071] Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of a system 300 for sending data fro a

transm itter 305 to a receiver 3 by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave 3 5

with a symbol S 320 encoded to a data bit Ό 0 in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention. Figure 3 is similar to the embodiment shown in Figure 1 except in Figure

3 symbol S is encoded with two bits '00' by setting = +90° and q = -90° in transmitter

05, which results in polarization angle 6 = 0°. The symbol may be decoded or demodulated

at receiver 3 10 by extracting the polarization.

[0072] Figure 4 is a simplified block diagram of system 300 for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with symbol S 320 encoded to a data bit Ό P , in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention. Figure 4 is simi lar to the embodiment shown in Figure 3 except in

Figure 4 symbol S is encoded with ' 0 ' by setting φ = +45° and ¾ = -45° in transmitter 305

wh ich results in polarization angle Θ= -45° Then, E t will oscillate as a linear or plane

polarized wave in the plane perpendicular to the X - Y plane at angle Θ= -45° relative to the

X-axis.

[0073] Figure 5 is a simpl ified block diagram of system 300 for sen ing data shown in

Figure 3 with symbol S 320 encoded to a data bit ' 0', in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention. Figure 5 is similar to the embodiment shown in Figure 3 except in

Figure 5 symbol 8 is encoded with ' 0' by setting φ , - +90° and φ
?

= -90° in transmitter 305

which results in polarization angle Θ= -90°. Then, E will oscillate as a linear or plane

polarized wave in the plane perpendicular to the - Y plane at angle Θ= -90° relative to the

X-axis, i.e. in the Y-axis direction.

[0074] Figure 6 is a simplified block diagram of system 300 for sending data shown in

Figure 3 with symbol S 320 encoded to a data bit , in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention. Figure 6 is simi lar to the embodiment shown in Figure 3 except in

Figure 5 symbol S is encoded with ' ' by setting , = + 35° and ¾ = - 35° in transmitter

305 which results in polarization angle Θ- - 5°. Then, E t will oscillate as a linear or plane



polarized wave in the plane perpendicular to the X - Y plane at angle Θ= - 5° relative to the

X-axis.

[0075] According to another embodiment, amplitude modulation of i and E may be used

on the odd mode to modulate the polarization of E t, which may no longer be linear polarized,

but rather E t may be eiiipticaily polarized, or if one amplitude is 0 and the other amplitude is

non-zero, the result ay be a circular polarization in the far field for E t. This means that data

may also be sent by modulating the odd mode amplitude and by detecting the polarization

ratio (polRatio) of E defined as the |E-field(C W)|/|E-field(CC W)| . From equations and 2,

A is now defined separately for each EM wave E and E ¾ as:

E A i (cos(cot + + cos( t + q + t 2)a ) (Eq. 3), and

E = A (cos(cot + ¾) + cos(f + ¾ - π/2) ) (Eq. 14).

Thus, polRatio(Et) A / A (Eq. 15).

[0076] A polarization ratio value near is linearly polarized, while a value near 0 or very-

high indicates polarization closer to circular, i.e. with polarization ratio = 0 or infinity

indicating exactly circular polarization. For polarization ratio > , the polarization of E t ay

be a CW elliptical polarization, while for polarization ratio < , the polarization of E may be

a CCW elliptical polarization. The angie(E ) of equation 12 now represents the angle of the

major axis of the ellipse (or angle of linear polarization when A | = A?) and will still equal -

∆ φ /2. Thus, as with independent data sent through CW or CCW circular polarizations, there

are 4 independent data streams that can be sent (or 1 Q) modulation, allowing for full

utilization of the available EM bandwidth.

[0077] Figure 7 is a simp ified block diagram of a system 700 for sending data from a

transmitter 705 to a receiver 7 10 by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave 7

with a symbol S 720 being a polarization ratio encoded to a data bit ' Ο' , in accordance with

an embodiment of the present invent ion gure 7 is simi ar to the embodiment shown in

Figure 1 except in Figure 7 symbol S 720 may be encoded by setting A = 0 and A - 1 and

by setting φ ·. = φ 0° in transmitter 505, which results in a po!Ratio(E ) = 0. Because A =

0, E i = 0 and its vector representation is shown accordingly. The resulting E at the far field

is a wave with CCW circular polarization 755 .

[0078] Figure 8 is a simpl ified block diagram of system 700 for sending data shown in

Figure 7 with symbol S 720 encoded to a data bit Ί ' , in accordance with an embodiment of



the present invention. Figure 8 is marked with the same features as Figure I except symbol S

720 may be encoded by setting A = A2 = 1 and by setting cp = 2 = 0° in transmitter 705,

which results in a poiRatio (Et) = . The resulting Et at the far field is a wave with linear

polarization analogous to the embodiment described in reference to Figure

[0079] Figure 9 is a simplified block diagram of a system 900 for sending data from a

transmitter to a receiver by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave 9 5 with

symbol S 920 being a polarization ratio encoded to a data bit , in accordance with an

embodiment of the present invention. In this embodiment two bits may be transmitted

simultaneously by modulating the polarization ratio. Figure 9 is similar to the embodiment

shown in Figure 7 except in Figu re 9 symbol S 920 is encoded with two bits 00'.

0080 Figure 0 is a simplified block diagram of system 900 for sending data shown in

Figure 9 with symbol S 920 encoded to a data bit ' 0 in accordance with an embodiment of

the present invention. Figure is marked with the same features as Figure 9 except symbol

S 920 may be encoded by setting A = 1/2 and A - — 1 and by setting p i — 2 = 0° in

transmitter 905, which results in a poIRatio(E,) = 1/2. The resulting E at the far field is a

wave with CCW elliptical polarization 1055 with major axis positioned along the X-axis.

[0 8 ] Figure is a simpl ified block diagram of system 900 for sending data shown in

Figure 9 with a symbol encoded to a data bit ' 0', in accordance with an embodiment of the

present invention. Figure 1 is marked with the same features as Figure 1 except symbol S

920 may be encoded by setting A - A ? - 1 and by setting p = φ = 0 in transmitter 905,

which results in a polRatio(E ) = . The resulting Et at the far field is a wave with linear

polarization analogous to the embodiment described i reference to Figure .

00 2] Figure 12 is a simplified block diagram of the system 900 for sending data shown in

Figure 9 with symbol S 920 encoded to a data t Ί , in accordance with a embodiment of

the present invention. Figure 2 is marked with the same features as Figure 9 except symbol

S 920 may be encoded by setting A = 1and A 2 ~ 1/2 and by setting p i = = 0° in

transmitter 905, which results in a polRatio (E ) = 2 . The resulting E at the far field is a wave

with CW elliptical polarization 255 with major axis positioned along the X-axis.

[0083] Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of a system 00 for sending data from a

transmitter 1305 to a receiver 0 by polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave

13 with a symbol S 20 being a polarization angle and ratio encoded to a data bit '00% in

accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The polarization angle and



polarization ratio are independently controlled and can be used in combination to define data

encoding. Figure 13 is marked with the same features as Figure except symbol S 3320

may be encoded for data 00'.

0084] Figure is a simplified block diagram of system 00 or sending data shown in

Figure 13 with symbol S 1320 encoded to a data bit F , in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention. Figure 14 is marked with the same features as Figure 3 except

symbol S 320 may he encoded by setting A , = 1/2 and = and by setting p = +90° and

<p2 = -90° in transmitter 305, which results in a polRatio(E ) = 1/2 and ang!e(E ) = -90°. The

resulting E at the far field s a wave with CCW elliptical polarization 455 with major axis

positioned along the Y-axis, i.e. angle from the X-axis = -90°.

[0085 Figure is a simplified block diagram of system 300 for sending data shown in

Figure 13 with symbol S 1 20 encoded to a data bit 0', in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention. Figure is marked with the same features as Figure 12 except

symbol S 1320 may be encoded for data O' .

[0086] Figure is a simplified block diagram of system 300 for send ing data shown in

Figure 13 with symbol S 320 encoded to a data bit ' , in accordance with an embodiment

of the present invention. Figure 16 is marked with the same features as Figure 4 except

symbol S 1320 may be encoded by setting A = 1 and - / 2 and by setting = +90° a d

¾ -90° in transmitter 305, which results in a po!Ratio(E ) = 2 and angle{E, ) -90°. The

resulting E at the far field is a wave with CW elliptical polarization 655 with major axis

positioned along the Y-axis. i.e. angle from the X-axis = -90°.

(0087| According to an embodiment of the present invention, a system with two linearly

polarized waves that have 90° separation in polarization, i.e. the two linearly polarized waves

are substantially orthogonal to each other. The analysis of these linear polarized waves is the

same as above once the circularly polarized waves are broken down into Ex and Ey fields.

Thus, if the waves are in phase, the far field signal will have linear polarization, and tiie

relative amplitudes of the two waves will change the orientation of the polarization and the

magnitude of the signal on it. By changing their odd mode phase, the circu lar polarization

ratio will change, and by modulating their even mode phase will modulate the phase in the far

field.

[0088] Figure is a simpl ified block diagram of a polarization modulating radiator 1700

in perspective view with a multitude of ra iators, in accordance with an embodiment of the



present invention, including an antenna 17 0 adapted to radiate the first EM wave with CW

circular polarization and second antenna 1720 adapted to radiate the second EM wave with

CCW circular polarization. These individual radiators may be implemented by driving a

traveling wave around a loop, such as with an active multi-drive radiator described in U.S.

Patent Application No. 3/654,420, "EFFICIENT ACTIVE MULTI-DRIVE RADIATOR",

referenced above. Each active multi-drive radiator operates by placing differential amplifier

ports 730 around are ring that are feed by input feeds from a central osciilator. The

oscillator sends power at evenly spaced phases down each input feed, creating a traveling

current wave around the loop and producing circularly polarized EM radiation.

[0089] The polarization direction (CW or CCW) is determined by a central oscillator A and

a central oscillator B in antennas 7 and 3720 respectively, and thus these two antennas

can be implemented with opposite polarization directions. Central oscillator A and a central

oscillator B can then be locked to each other, and by changing the delay in the locking

mechanisms, the relative phase between antennas 7 0 and 1720 can be varied and

modulated. The amplitudes of the first EM wave and second EM wave with CCW can be

adjusted by changing the gain of the differential amplifiers around the rings through their bias

or through other means. Thus full amplitude and phase control of the two radiators is

achieved, and through the process described above, modulation of the far field polarization is

achieved.

[0090] Figure 38 is a plot of the simulation results showing the full 80° polarization angle

rotation is achievable by changing the relative phase of the CW and CCW radiators shown in

Figure 37. Figure shows the linear polarization angle of E on the Y-axis of the plot

versus the phase offset ∆φ between the rad iators from 0 to 360 degrees on the X-axis of the

plot. Figure 8 is a plot of the simulation results s ow ing the polarization ratio of E versus

the relative phase of the CW and CCW radiators shown in Figure 7 when a linear

polarization, i.e. poiRatio(E;) = ] , is desired. Figure 18 shows the polarization ratio of E. on

the Y-axis of the plot and the phase offset ∆φ between the radiators from 0 to 360 degrees on

the X-axis of the plot and that the polRatio(E.) stays in a range between about 0.9 and 1.33 as

desired.

[0091] Polarization modulating radiator 00 described above may be considered a single

unit of a phased array of such radiators implemented to increase the radiated gain of the

system and to allow for beam steering. A phased array of such radiators wi l also allow for



higher overall power by utilizing power combining in the air. The angle of the beam steering

will be determined by the relative phase difference between different units of radiators, in the

traditional phased array way, while he relative phase between radiators in the same unit wi

still determine the angle of polarization.

[0092] According to one embodiment, the systems described above may be integrated

together on an integrated circuit. This provides for analog and digital controlling circuitry to

be implemented on chip, a radiation system capable of beam steering, as well as polarization

and signal modulation in a compact integrated package.

[0093] Another embodiment of this invention is to use the system to dynamically control

the polarization of signal (JE,). Rather than modulate the polarization, the polarization can be

set to a given optimum angle a d data can be transmitted in this linear polarization. If

desired, due to changing environmental or other conditions, the angle of the polarization can

be adjusted to maintain optimum performance in the for of power transfer to a receiver or

other desired performance metric. A feedback loop with the receiver is used, a polarization

angle locking scheme is used to maintain a maximum performance link between transmitter

and receiver by always ensuring that the transmitted polarization angle is one that supplies

the optimum performance to the system.

[0094J The goal is to stay 'polarization matched' where the polarization of the incoming

wave is matched to the polarization of the receive antenna, and the receive antenna is able to

receive a maximum amount of power. For this embodiment, the radiator is fixed in space,

but is polarization agi le, such as the previous example polarization modulating radiator 1700

with A ~- A 2 ~ to produce a linear polarization of signal E,. The receive antenna is mobile

in space, and has a linearly polarized antenna. The receive antenna is a so able to

communicate back to the base station with information about how much power it is receiving.

It should be noted that the rudimentary algorithm described below to find the maximum

received power is only an example, and other 1dimensional search algorithms to find the

maximum power received may also be used.

[0095 Figure 9 is an exemplary flow chart 2000 for maintaining a polarization match

between a radiator and a receiving antenna, in accordance with an embodiment of the present

invention. Assume at step 2 100 tha the system i.e. system 300 described previously, starts

in a state with polarization mismatch between receiver 3 10 and transmitter 305. The receiver

sends 2200 its received power information back to the transmitter. By only adjusting the



phase of the CW and CCW radiators, the transmitter rotates 2300 the linear polarization of

the E wave a small amount, i.e. 5 degrees, in a first direction. The receiver then reports back

2400 the new received power information to the transmitter.

[0096 At step 2500, if the new power information is more than the previous power

information, repeat Step 23 0 in the same direction; if the new power information is less than

the earlier power information, the polarization angle of the E wave is changed a small

amount in the direction opposite the first direction of change. Over time the step size of the

polarization angle change can also be decreased, i.e. less than 5 degrees, as the system gets

closer to convergence. When a convergence criterion, i.e. 100 loop iterations, is reached,

record the received power as the maximum, and wait until receiver detects polarization

mismatch. At step 2600 the transm itter continues to monitor the received power information

from the receive antenna. If the receive antenna is rotated, the power w i ! drop due to

polarization mismatch, and the receiver will tei! the transmitter to start back at step 2200 to

regain polarization match.

[0097] Figure 2 1 is a simplified perspective view of a radiator 00 with two orthogonal

ports, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Radiator 2 1 0 includes an

patch antenna 2 1 0 positioned substantially in a plane defined by a first direction 2 120 and a

second direction 2 30 orthogonal to the first direction, the antenna being symmetric about a

center 1 0 in the first direction and in the second direction the antenna including a first port

2 0 positioned at an edge 2 60 of the antenna in the first direction and a second port 70

positioned at a edge 2 180 of the antenna in the second direction. Incident linear 2 185,

circular 2 190 and polarization modulated 2 195 fields are examples of fields that may be

transmitted or received on radiator 2 00.

[0098] Planar antennas can be integrated into C manufacturing processes, leading to their

popular use in modern wireless com mun ication systems n most cases such antennas are

single-port antennas capable of transm itti ng (receiving) only a specific type of polarization.

n contrast, radiator 2 0 may transmit or receive simultaneously two polarizations, which

are orthogonal in space, thereby any desired polarization can be resolved into these

orthogonal components. This can be achieved using conventional antenna structures, i.e. a

ring, patch, or slot, by adding an additional transmit (receive) port perpendicular to the

existing main transmit (receive) port. It can be shown that the behavior of each individual

port of such a dual-port antenna is identical to that of a single-port antenna corresponding to a



given polarization. In other words, because the ports are oriented in orthogonal directions

they have no effect on each other.

[0099] Figure 22 is a simplified biock diagram of a polarization agile transmitter circuit

2200, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, for sending a data from a

radiator 2250 by polarization modulation of a EM wave 225 5. Polarization agile transmitter

circuit 2200 includes an optional baseband biock 2205. an optional first variable gain

amplifier (VGA) 22 10 coupled to a first port of the optional baseband block 2205, and an

optional second VGA 2 15 coupled to a second port of the optional baseband block 2205.

Polarization agile transmitter circuit 2200 further includes a first m xer or frequency

converter 2220, a second mixer 2225, a local oscillator (LO) 2230, a variable phase shifter

223 , an optional first power amplifier (PA), and an optional second PA 2245 .

[01Θ0 The output of optional first VGA 22. 10 is input to first mixer 2220. The output of

optional second VGA 221 is input to second mixer 2225. Local oscillator 2230 is adapted

to generate an oscillating signal. Variable phase shifter 2235 is coupled to LO 2235.

Variable phase shifter 2235 is adapted to generate a first phase-shifted oscillating signal and a

second phase-shifted oscillating signal. The first phase-shifted oscillating signal and the

second phase-shifted oscillating signal have a phase difference.

[0101] Unlike common phase shift circuits which may be set to a fixed phase difference of

90°, variable phase shifter 2235 is further adapted to vary the phase difference across a

predefined range in response to the data. n other words, the phase difference may be set to

any phase difference in analog fashion - the predefined range set to particular phase

differences as discussed in the sections above, for example, to encode data to a polarization

angle used as a communication symbol of the EM wave 2255 . The first mixer 2220 is

coupled to variable phase shifter 2235 and is adapted to convert a frequency of the first port

signal from optional baseband block 2205 in response to the first phase-shifted oscillating

signal to generate a first frequency converted signal. The second mixer 2225 is coupled to

variable phase shifter 2235 and is adapted to convert a frequency of the second port signal

from optional baseband block 2205 in response to the second phase-shifted oscil lating signal

to generate a second frequency converted signal.

[0102] The first frequency converted signal is input to optional first PA 2240. The second

frequency converted signal is input to optional second PA 2245 . The outputs of optional first

PA 2240 and optional second PA 2245 may respectively drive the first and second antenna



ports 50 and 70 referenced i Figure 2 or may respectively drive radiators A and B

referenced in Figure 7 above.

[0103] Figure 22 represents one embodiment for the polarization agile transmitter showing

two parallel paths. The theory of operation for radiator 700 referenced in Figure will be

discussed later, however the following discussion will use radiator 2 100 referenced in Figure

2 1. Depending on whether linear or circular polarization is desired, the variable phase shifter

may be set respectively to 0 degree or 90 degrees. The VGAs are independently controlled at

baseband and the outputs of the PAs feed the two orthogonal ports o f radiator 2 100.

Operation of the transmitter ci rcuit 2200 for different polarizations is discussed in the

following sections.

[0104] Linear polarization: Generic modulation

[0105] According to one embodiment, when desired, EM wave 2255 may be a modulated

igna l a t one particular linear polarization. The phase shifter is then set to 0 degrees, thus the

two ports of radiator 00 are driven in phase. The base-band VGA s are adjusted to generate

fields in the desired polarization. This is mathematically shown as follows.

[0106] Assume the desired linear polarization is to be oriented at an angle Θ with respect t o

one of the transmit ports of radiator 2 00. The magnitude and phase are dependent upon

which symbol is being transmitted. For example for constant envelope modulation schemes,

Eo does not vary over time, but φ varies with the symbol.

[0107] The base band signals at the input to the VGAs are as follows:

V'BB.port! = Vo . CO S [ ( F (Eq. 6), and

V' BB,pori2 = . COS[(0)RF - f O)t] (Eq. 17).

[01 8] Depending on the direction of polarization, the VGA sets weights

Now the outputs of the VGAs become:

' BBVGA.p ! Vo . osO . cos[(o¾F - ¾ .o) j (Eq. 18), and

Note that base-band VGA settings are held at fixed values for this case.

The up-converted signals will then be

- . cosO . CQ S( t + φ ) (Eq. 20), and



Vport2 = Vo · sin . COS ( R t + φ ) (Eq. 2 ),

where is the RF carrier frequency (for simplicity, PA & mixer gains are kept at unity).

[0110] When these two signals are fed to the two orthogonal ports of radiator 00, the

signals combine in orthogonal directions i space, leading to an E-field vector at an angle,

ta tan "' (sinO/cosO) = Θ (Eq. 22)

[ 11] The E-field already has the baseband magnitude information,

Vo = [(AmpRF p rt + A m , )j '2 (Eq. 23)

A d phase information in the time domain.

[0 2 ] A s discussed above, the direction of linear polarization can be varied in many useful

ways. For example, if the receiver is a generic -port receiver, depending o n its orientation,

the transiTiitter can sweep through ai possible VGA settings to find the optimum setting for

maximum signal detection at the receiver. This also means that at th is optimum setting, the

receiver port is aligned with the incident E -field polarization. Further, the base-band VGA

settings can be varied at the symbol rate to generate linear polarization modulation.

[0 13] Linear polarization: o a t io

[0 4] n a polarization modulation scheme, according to one embodiment, the magnitude

of the electric field vector ( >) , spatial orientation (Θ) as well as the phase (<p) can all vary

depending on the symbol. A linearly polarized input signal is modulated using the same dual

port transmitter circuit 2200. Variable phase shifter 2235 is again kept at 0 degrees. Note

that, it is impossible for a conventional single port antenna to generate symbol dependent

polarization as in the present embodiment. Similar to the previous case, the derivation

follows equation 6 through equation 23, however, in contrast to the previous embodiment,

the VGA settings can vary with the symbol. This means that cost ) and sinO vary with the

symbol and the angle varies at the symbol rate generating polarization modulation 2 5

referenced in Figure .

[01 15] Circular polarization

[ 6] According to one embodiment, a circular polarization can similarly be decomposed

into two orthogonal components, which, contrary to the linear case, are now in quadrature.



The same transmitter circuit 2200 architecture ca be reused for generating circular

polarization just by changing variable phase shifter 2235 to 90 degrees.

[ 117] Similar to the previous cases, the derivation follows equation through equation

1 , however, in contrast to the previous embodiment, the VGA outputs are set at equal values

for circular polarization yielding:

V.BBVGA rt = V . A VGA · COS [ ( F - <»Lo)t] (Eq. 24), a d

VBBVGA . = . AVGA · s in[( F - L0 )t] (Eq. 25 .

0 1 8 ] The up-converted signals will then be:

rt = Vo . AVGA - COS ( t + φ ) (Eq. 26), and

V rt = V0 . VGA - t + φ ) (Eq. 27),

where is the RF carrier frequency (for simp icity; PA & m ixer gains are kept at unity).

When these two signals are fed to the two orthogonal ports of the transmit antenna 2 00, the

signals combine in orthogonal directions in space as well as in quadrature in time, leading to

a circular polarization 2 90 referenced in Figure 2 .

[01 19] Receiver architecture

[0120] Figure 23 is a simplified block diagram of a polarization agile receiver circuit 2300,

in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention, for receiving a data from a

radiator 2350 by polarization modulation of an EM wave 2355. Polarization agile receiver

circuit 2300 includes an optional baseband block 2305, an optional first VGA 23 0 coupled

to a first input port of the optional baseband block 2305, and an optional second VGA 23 5

coupled to a second input port of the optional baseband block 2305 . Polarization agile

receiver circuit 2300 further includes a first mixer or frequency converter 2320, a second

mixer 2325, a LO 2330, an optional first low noise amplifier (LNA), and an optional second

L A 2345 .

[0121] Optional first VGA 2 takes its input fro the output of first mixer 2320.

Optional second VGA 2 5 takes its input from the output of second mixer 2325 . Local

oscillator 2330 is adapted to generate an oscil lating signal. The first mixer 2320 is coupled to

LO 2330 and is adapted to down convert a frequency of the first pick-up port signal from

optional first LNA 2340 in response to the oscil lating signal to generate a first frequency

converted signal. The second mixer 2325 is coupled to LO 2330 and is adapted to down



convert a frequency of the second pick-up port signal from optional second LNA 2345 in

response to the oscillating signal to generate a second frequency converted signal.

[0122] The first frequency converted signal is input to optional first VGA 2 0. The

second frequency converted signal s input to optional second VGA 23 . The inputs of the

optional first and second LNA may respectively pick-up the signals generated at first and

second antenna ports 50 and 2 170 referenced in Figure or may respectively pick-up the

signals generated at radiators A and B referenced in Figure 1 above.

[ 23J Linear polarization: Generic modulation

[0124] When a linear polarization at an arbitrary angle is incident upon a single port

antenna, the antenna receives only a component of the incident field, which is aligned with

the port of the antenna. This leads to reduced signal strength as wel l as orientation dependent

signal.

[0125 When such a polarization is incident on the dual-port antenna 2 0 referenced in

Figure , each port receives a part of the incident field and thus, contrary to the conventional

single-port antenna, no pa of the signal is lost. Also, as long as the transmitted signal is of

constant magnitude, the total received signal strength is independent of the spatial orientation

of the field. By detecting phase of the iow-frequency down-converted signals (which are i ¬

phase for incident linear polarization) demodulation ca be performed.

[0 6] Assume that the incident electric field vector has a magnitude Eo and a phase φ .

Also assume that the field vector is oriented at an angle Θwith respect to one of the receive

ports of the dual-port antenna 2 1 0. The magni tude and phase are dependent upon which

symbol is being transmitted. For example for constant envelope modulation schemes, E

does not vary over time, but φ varies with the symbol .

[0127] Corresponding to an incident field of magnitude E¾ assume the received antenna

voltage magnitude is VV Then, the voltages received at the two orthogonal ports of the dual-

port antenna 2 0 are:

V, , i = V Q . cosO . COS( t + >) (Eq. 28), and

V,por(2 Vo - s in . COS( t + φ ) (Eq. 29),

where i the RF carrier frequency.



The down-converted (base-band) signals wi l then be:

B , rt = Vo · cos0 . OS( [( - ( o)t + ]) (Eq. 30), and

B, 2 = Vo sin . cos([(fo - c o)t + φ ]) (Eq. 1).

[0128] Note that the baseband signals are not at DC, but at a ow IF frequency, where direct

digital phase detection can be performed to estimate φ . A lso, note that for linear polarization,

received signals at both ports are in-phase but with different amplitudes. Symbol detection

can now be performed by looking at the magnitude and phase of the down-converted IF

signal.

[0129] Linear polarization: Polarization modulation

[0130] In a polarization modulation scheme, the magnitude of the electric field vector (EQ),

spatial orientation (Θ) as well as the phase (φ ) can all vary depending on the symbol. A linear

polarization modulated input signal may be demodulated using the same dual port receiver

circuit 2300 architecture. Equation 2S through equation 3 1 again apply, however, note that

unlike the previous case, Vo, Θ, as well as φ need to be successfully estimated. Note that as

before, time-delay/phase can easily be estimated by digitizing the low frequency base band

outputs.

[0131] Also, both V0 as wel l as Θare determ ined by the ampl itudes of the received signals

as follows:

V0 = A B p i + Amp ,port2 2) (Eq. 32)

Θ = tan ' A m B, 2 A mpB , i ) (Eq. 33)

Note that for a conventional single-port receiver, two symbols —one at a different

polarization angle and the other at a different magnitude will appear the same.

[0132] Circular polarization

[0133] A circular polarization sim ilarly may be decomposed into two orthogonal

components, wh ich, contrary to the linear case, are now in quadrature. Depending on the

baseband detection scheme, it is also possible to distingu ish between CCW and CW circular

polarizations. The description in this section addresses linear polarization demodulating from

either antenna 00 referenced in figure or antenna 2 100 referenced in Figure 2 1.



[0134] Because the two received components are in quadrature, any kind of quadrature

modulation can be directly split into in-phase (I-path) and quadrature-phase (Q-path)

components at the antenna 2 00 itself without the need for LO phase shifters and additional

techniques to minimize Q phase imbalances.

(0135] The voltages received at the two ports can be represented as follows:

= V o - COS(G>RF t + ) (Eq. 34), and

Vp rt 2 = . sin(G>RF t + p) (Eq. 35),

where is the RF carrier frequency.

[ 136 For non-constant envelope modulation, Vo & φ are symbol dependent, producing:

B .p rt = V o OS( [( F - o )t + p] ) (Eq. 36), and

V B B,p . 2 = o . sin([( ( RF - ) + φ ]) (Eq. 37).

Note that, at the IF frequency, by noting which waveform is leading o r lagging, the direction

of polarization, i.e. CW or CCW can also be detected.

[0137] Thus, receiving circular polarization incident fields with direct in-phase (I) &

quadrature-phase (Q) generation at RF through antenna 2 0 is done using the dual-port

antenna based receiver circuit 2300.

[0138] Figure 24 is a simplified block diagram of a basic polarization agile transmitter

circuit 2400, in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. Compared to

Figure 22, Figure 24 is simplified by removing the VGAs to depict A and A2. Figure 24

shows the basic arch itecture, which allows control of 4 independent variables in the data

stream to generate a 4-D constellation. Basic polarization agile receiver circuit 2400 includes

a first mixer or frequency converter 2420, a second mixer 2425, a local oscil lator (LO) 243 0,

a variable phase shifter 2435, and an antenna 2450 to radiate an EM wave E 2455 .

[ 139] A n A signal is input to first mixer 2420. An signal is input to second mixer

2425 . Local oscillator 2430 is adapted to generate an oscillating signal. Variable phase

shifter 243 5 is coupled to LO 2430. Variable phase shifter 243 5 is adapted to generate a first

phase-shifted oscillating signal and a second phase-shifted oscillating signal. The first phase-

shifted oscillating signal and the second phase-shifted oscillating signal have a phase

difference.



[0140] Unlike common phase shift circuits which may be set to a fixed phase difference of

9Θ0, variable phase shifter 2435 is further adapted to vary the phase difference across a

predefined range in response to the data. In other words, the phase difference may be set to

any phase difference in analog fashion - the predefined range se to particular phase

differences as discussed in the sections above, for example, to encode data to a polarization

angle used as a communication symbol of the EM wave 2455. The first mixer 2420 s

coupled to variable phase shifter 243 5 and is adapted to convert a frequency of the A ; signal

in response to the first phase-shifted oscillating signal to generate a first frequency converted

signal. The second mixer 2425 is coupled to variable phase shifter 2435 a d is adapted to

convert a frequency of the A; signal in response to the second phase-shifted oscillating signal

to generate a second frequency converted signal.

[0141] The outputs of first mixer 2420 and second mixer 2420 may respectively drive the

first and second antenna ports 0 and 0 referenced in Figure 2 or may respectively

drive radiators A and B referenced in Figure 7 above.

[0142] As already discussed, the common mode of p and <p provide the carrier phase and

the differential mode provides information about polarization. Assuming unity VGA and PA

(or L A) gains as shown in Figure 24, the outputs of the up-con version mixers are now:

o i - A . t + p i ) (Eq. 38), and

po - A . cos( t + φ 2) (Eq. 39).

These two signals from equations 38 and 39 feed two ports oriented perpendicular in space,

i.e. antenna 2 00. Each one produces different linear polarizations in space. Now,

depending on what A ,, A-,, ·. and <p 2 are, the nature of the polarization in the far-field

changes.

[0143] The far-field electric field obtained by superposition is given by:

E = k . A . cos( o t + ) u + . A? . cos co t + 2) (Eq. 40),

where k encompasses antenna parameters and is assumed to be constant across the two

polarizations.

[0 44] Equation 40 re-written in phasor terms produces:

E k . A , . e 0 ' . e . u + k . A . e . . (Eq. 4 1) .



[0145] Th is provides the four fundamental degrees of freedom for the electric field. In the

most general case, these are defined below.

[0146] The electric field in phasor notation is represented by:

E, e ft 0 i . k . (A, . ,¾i + A 2. s 'fi ) (Eq. 4 1),

which contains the magnitude and time-phase of the E-field.

[0147] Poiarization angle is given by:

angle(E ) tan (A2/Aj) . cos(q¾ φ ) (Eq. 42)

[0148] Polarization ratio is given by:

PR = Ecw/Eccw = (Ecwx + Ecwy) / (Eccwx+Eccwy) (Eq. 43),

where the circular polarization terms can be obtained by resolving the linear polarizations E

& Ev into their respective polarization components.

[0149] The following examples summarize the various polarization modulation

embodiments.

[0150] Linear polarization is provided when ·, === φ .

[0151] Linear polarization modulation is provided when φ = φ , but A , and A are data

dependent.

[0152] Circular polarization is provided when φ and <p are 90° apart, and Ai ~ A .

[0153] Elliptical polarization is provided when φ , and φ 2 are an arbitrary angle apart, and

A and A are unequal.

[0154] The above embodiments of the present invention are illustrative and not limiting.

Various alternatives and equivalents are possible. Although the invention has been described

with reference to certain antennas by way of an example, it is understood that the invention is

not limited by the antenna technology. Other additions, subtractions, or modifications are

obvious in view of the present disclosure and are intended to fall with in the scope of the

appended claims.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

. A method for sending a data from an electromagnetic radiator by

polarization modulation of an electromagnetic wave, the method comprising:

radiating from the radiator a first electromagnetic wave including a first

polarization;

radiating from the radiator a second electromagnetic wave including a second

polarization different than the first polarization, the first and second electromagnetic waves

forming a third electromagnetic wave having a third polarization different from the first or

second polarization; and

modulating the third polarization responsive to the data by modulating one or

more parts of the third electromagnetic wave, wherein the data is se t in the third

polarization.

2 . The method of clai m , wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first phase and the second electromagnetic wave includes a second phase wherein

the one or more parts are selected from the group consisting of the first phase, and the second

phase.

3. The method of claim , wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave includes a second ampl itude,

wherein the one or more parts are selected from the group consisting of the first amplitude,

and the second amplitude.

4. The method of claim , wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes first phase and a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave includes a

second phase a d a second amplitude, wherein the one or more parts are selected from the

group consisting of the first phase, the second phase, the first amplitude, and the second

amplitude.

5. The method of claim , wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first phase and a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave incl udes a

second phase and a second amplitude, wherein modulating one or more parts includes

simultaneously modulating the first phase, the second phase, the first amplitude, and the

second amplitude.



6. The method of claim further comprising:

setting the first polarization to a clock-wise circular polarization; and

setting the second polarization to a counter-clock-wise circular polarization.

7. The method of claim 1further comprising:

setting the first polarization to a first linear polarization having a f rst angle;

and

setting the second polarization to a second linear polarization having a second

angle substantially perpendicular to the first angle.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the th ird polarization is a linear

polarization.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the third polarization is an elliptical

polarization.

0. The method of claim 1 further comprising:

setting a first amplitude of the first electromagnetic wave equal to a second

amplitude of the second electromagnetic wave;

setting the first polarization to a clock- ise circular polarization;

setting the second polarization to a counter-clock-wise circular polarization.

wherein the one or more parts includes a first phase of the first electromagnetic wave and a

second phase of the second electromagnetic wave, the third polarization being a linear

polarization having an angle; and

modulating the angle responsive to a difference between the first and second

phase, the difference being responsive to the data.

The method of claim 0, wherein the angle corresponds to a symbol

representing the data .

. The method of claim 0, wherein the symbol sends a single bit of

information at a time.

13. The method of claim 0, wherein the symbol sends a plurality of bits

of data simultaneously i time.



14. The method of claim 1further comprising:

setting a first phase of the first electromagnetic wave equal to a second ptiase

of the second electromagnetic wave:

setting the first polarization to a clock-wise circular polarization;

setting the second polarization to a counter-clock-wise circular polarization,

whe rein the one or more parts includes a first amplitude of the first electromagnetic wave and

a second amplitude of the second electromagnetic wave, the third polarization being an

elliptical polarization having a polarization ratio; and

modulating the polarization ratio responsive to the data.

5. The method of claim 1 , wherein the polarization ratio is a quotient of

the first amplitude divided by the second amplitude.

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the polarization ratio corresponds to

a symbol representing the data.

. The method of claim , wherein the symbol sends a single bit of

information at a time

8 . The method of claim 6, wherein the symbol sends a plurality of bits

of data simultaneously in time.

. A method for receiving a data from an electromagnetic receiver by

polarization demodulation of an electromagnetic wave, the method comprising:

receiving from an antenna a first signal having a first polarization and a

second signal having a second polarization, the first and second signals being associated with

the electromagnetic wave, the electromagnetic wave including a third polarization;

determ in ing an amplitude of the first signal;

determ ining an amplitude of the second signal; and

determining an angle of the third polarization to receive the data.

20. The method of claim , wherein the first and second polarizations are

linear.

2 . The method of claim 20, wherein the first and second polarizations are

substantial y orthogonal.



22. The method of claim , wherein determining the angle includes

calculating a quotient of the amplitude of the second signal divided by the amplitude of the

first signal.

23. A system for sending a data from a radiator by polarization modulation

of an electromagnetic wave comprising:

an oscillator adapted to generate an oscillating signal; and

a phase shifter coupled to the oscillator and adapted to generate a first phase-

shifted oscillating signal having a first phase, wherein a phase difference exists between the

first phase and the osci llating signal, wherein the phase shifter is further adapted to vary the

phase difference across a predefined range in response to the data.

24. The system of claim 23, wherein the phase sh fter is further adapted to

generate a second phase-shifted oscillating signal having a second phase wherein a phase

difference between the first phase and the second phase defines the phase difference.

25. The system of claim 23 further comprising a radiator adapted to accept

the first phase-shifted oscillating signal and the oscillating signal and respectively rad iate a

first electromagnetic wave having a first circular polarization and a second electromagnetic

wave having a second circular polarization different than the first circular polarization, the

first electromagnetic wave and the second electromagnetic wave adapted to form a third

electromagnetic wave having linear polarization and having an angle, the angle being

responsive to the data.

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the radiator includes an antenna

positioned substantially in a plane defined by a first direction and a second direction

orthogonal to the first direction, the antenna being symmetric about a center in the first

direction a d in the second direction, the antenna including a first port positioned at an edge

of the antenna in the first direction and a second port positioned at an edge of the antenna in

the second direction

27. The system of claim 25, wherein the radiator includes a first antenna

adapted to radiate the first electromagnetic wave and second antenna adapted to radiate the

second electromagnetic wave.



28. The system of claim 25, wherein the angle corresponds to a symbol

representing the data.

29. The system of claim 28, wherein the symbol sends a single bit of

information at a time.

30. The system of claim 28, wherein the symbol sends a plurality- of bits of

data simultaneously irs time.

3 A system for sending a data from a radiator by polarization modulation

of an electromagnetic wave comprising:

a first circuit adapted to generate a first signal and a second signal;

an oscillator adapted to generate an oscillating signal;

a phase shifter coupled to the oscillator and adapted to generate a first phase-

sh ifted oscillating signal and second phase-shifted oscillating signal having a phase

difference therebetween, wherein the phase shifter is adapted to vary the phase difference

across a predefined range in response to the data;

a first frequency converter coupled to the phase shifter and the first circu t the

first frequency con verter adapted to convert a frequency of the first signal i response to the

first phase-shifted oscillating signal to generate a first frequency converted signal; and

a second frequency converter coupled to the phase shifter and the first circuit,

the second frequency converter adapted to convert a frequency of the second signal in

response to the second phase-shifted oscillating signal to generate a second frequency

converted signal.

32. The system of claim 3 further comprising a radiator adapted to accept

the first and second frequency converted signals and respectively radiate a first

electromagnetic wave having a first polarization and a second electromagnetic wave having a

second polarization different than the first polarization, the first electromagnetic wave and the

second electromagnetic wave adapted to form a third electromagnetic wave having a third

polarizat ion the third polarization modulated by one or more parts of the combined

electromagnetic wave responsive to the data.

33. The system of claim 32, wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first phase and the second electromagnetic wave includes a second phase, wherein



the one or more parts are selected from the group consisting of the first phase, and the second

phase.

34. The system of claim 32, wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave includes a second amplitude,

wherein the one or more parts are selected from the group consisting of the first amplitude,

and the second amplitude.

35. The system of claim 32, wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first phase and a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave includes a

second phase and a second amplitude, wherein the one or more parts are selected from the

group consisting of the first phase, the second phase, the first amplitude, and the second

amplitude.

36. The system of claim 32, wherein the first electromagnetic wave

includes a first phase and a first amplitude and the second electromagnetic wave includes a

second phase and a second amplitude, wherein modulating one or more parts includes

simultaneously modulating the first phase, the second phase, the first amplitude, and the

second amplitude.

3 . The system of claim 32, wherein the radiator includes an antenna

positioned substantially in a plane defined by a first direction and a second direction

orthogonal to the first direction, the antenna being symmetric about a center in the first

direction and in the second direction, the antenna including a first port positioned at an edge

of the antenna in the first direction and a second port positioned at an edge of the antenna in

the second direction.

3 . The system of claim 32, wherein the radiator includes a first antenna

adapted to radiate the first electromagnetic wave and second antenna adapted to radiate the

second electromagnetic wave.

39. The system of claim 32, wherein the first polarization is a clock-wise

circular polarization and the second polarization is a counter-clock-wise circular polarization.



40. The system of claim 32, wherein the first polarization is a first linear

polarization having a first angle and the second polarization is a second linear polarization

having a second angle substantially perpendicular to the first angle.

. The system of claim 32, wherein the third polarization is a linear

polarization.

42 . The system of claim 32, wherein the third polarization is an elliptical

polarization.

43. The system of clai 32, wherein a first phase of the first

electromagnetic wave is equal to a second phase of the second electromagnetic wave, the first

polarization is a clock-wise circular polarization, the second polarization is a counter-clock-

wise circular polarization, wherein the one or ore parts includes a first amplitude of the first

electromagnetic wave and a second amplitude of the second electromagnetic wave, the th ird

polarization being an e l iptical polarization having a polarization ratio responsive to the data.

44. The system of claim 43, wherein the polarization ratio is a quotient of

the first amplitude divided by the second amplitude.

45. The system of claim 43, wherein the polarization ratio corresponds to a

symbol representing the data.

46. The system of clai 45, where in the symbol sends a single bit of

information at a time.

47. The system of claim 45, wherein the symbol sends a plurality of bits of

data simultaneously in time.

48. A system for receiving a data from an electromagnetic wave by

polarization demodulation comprising:

an antenna adapted to pick up a first signal having a first polarization and a

second signal having a second polarization, the first and second signals being associated with

the electromagnetic wave, the electromagnetic wave including a t ird polarization;

a first circuit adapted to determine an amplitude of the first signal;

a second circ uit adapted to determine an amplitude of the second signal; and



a third circuit adapted to determine an angle of the third polarization

responsive to the data.

49. The system of claim 48, wherein the first a d second polarizations are

linear.

50. The system of claim 49, wherein the first and second polarizations are

substantially orthogonal.

. The system of claim 48, wherein the third circuit is further adapted to

calculate a quotient of the amplitude of the second signal divided by the amplitude of the first

signal, wherein the quotient is responsive to the angle.
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